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The Xray team is proud to announce the release of  .Xray 3.4.0

The main goal for this version is to provide a set of features and improvements to support the basics of  . This testing strategy allows Risk-Based Testing
organizations to focus their testing and prioritize existing tests based on the assessed risk level, which depends on the likelihood and impact of failure. 

As part of our continuous improvement, more performance improvements have also been included in this version.

Discover the key features below. 

Upgrading Xray to 3.4.x
Upgrading from versions < 3.2.0
Upgrading from versions >= 3.2.x

Downgrading from Xray 3.4.x
Overall Coverage Gadget

Release highlights
Risk-Based Testing
Revamped Xray Issue Picker Dialog

Configurable filters
Configurable and Sortable Columns

Sort and Rerank the Test Runs table within a Test Execution
Sort
Rerank

Assign Test Runs based on Test user fields
Share built-in reports
Performance improvements

And more...
Just one more, yet important, thing...
New Features and Bug Fixes in this release

Upgrading Xray to 3.4.x

Upgrading from versions < 3.2.0

, this implies that an upgrade task will run to pre-calculate historical data. This action is a one time If you are upgrading from a version lower than 3.2
action and it will run in the background so that Xray is still available during the upgrade. A re-index operation of your Jira instance is required so that the 
internal data becomes searchable and usable by Xray.

Upgrading from versions >= 3.2.x

If you are upgrading from v3.2.x or v3.3.x to v3.4.y, you must recalculate data in the Xray configuration section  Custom Fields. This recalculation is 
necessary because of the huge improvement in the amount of data that Xray needs to add to the table and to Lucene indexes.

Downgrading from Xray 3.4.x
Downgrading from Xray 3.4.x to a version less than 3.2.0 implies that you must perform a re-index afterwards. This is because from Xray 3.2.0 onwards, 
the content and format of what Xray indexes has changed.

Overall Coverage Gadget

Please be aware that this upgrade task will run  after updating Xray. As this operation can take some time and use a considerable immediately
amount of server resources, we suggest scheduling the upgrade of Xray outside of business hours. It is always possible to cancel the 
recalculation operation in the Xray configuration section  Custom Fields  Maintenance.

As this operation can take some time and use a considerable amount of server resources, we suggest scheduling the upgrade of Xray, and also 
the recalculation of the custom fields, outside of business hours.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Performing+Risk-Based+Testing+%28RBT%29+with+Xray
https://marketplace.atlassian.com/plugins/com.xpandit.plugins.xray/server/overview


Some configuration parameters for this gadget where modified as a result of supporting multiple projects whenever using a saved filter as source. It is 
possible that some users will get errors on the gadget after downgrading from 3.4.x. If this happens, please edit the configuration to ensure the gadget is 
properly configured.

Release highlights 

Risk-Based Testing

Xray v3.4 adds a set of features that enable the basics of ; more about these enabling features ahead.Risk-Based Testing (RBT)

As always, we made it flexible enough so you can implement RBT the way you want. Thus, you may need to set up some custom fields related to RBT. 
For this, you may use Jira built-in capabilities or use a customization app to help you. If you're using a "compatible"   related app, you Risk Management
may also take advantage of it.

To make it simpler, we've included detailed setup instructions in our documentation.

Learn more .here

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Risk-Based+Testing
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Risk+Management
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Performing+Risk-Based+Testing+%28RBT%29+with+Xray


Revamped Xray Issue Picker Dialog 

The issue picker dialog used to associate the different Xray 
issue types (e.g. add Tests to a Test Execution) has been 
revamped to provide a better user experience. Very handy 
improvements were also implemented, some of which 
enable   by providing capabilities such as Risk Based Testing
sorting and filtering by any custom field of Test issues.

This dialog is now divided into three tabs:

Select, allows users to select issues directly from 
their history search (issues that have been 
accessed recently) 
Search, allows users to search for issues using 
Jira and Xray custom filters
JQL, using JQL, users can query issues in Jira

Configurable filters

You can now add any filters available in Jira to filter issues. 
Some default filters are provided by default. Additional filters 
can be configured just by adding new filters from any 
available filter in Jira as well as internal Xray filters.

Configurable and Sortable Columns

The results table now provides the ability for users to 
configure which columns they want to see, as well as 
sorting the table using any visible column. 

Learn more .here

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Performing+Risk-Based+Testing+%28RBT%29+with+Xray
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Issue+Picker+Dialog


Sort and Rerank the Test Runs table within a Test Execution

Sort

It is now possible to sort the Test Runs table within a Test 
Execution.

As a result of being able to sort the table, the drag-n-drop 
Rerank operation might be disabled.

Users can only rerank Test Runs using drag-n-drop if the 
table is sorted by the original "rank" in ascending direction. 
Otherwise, the drag-n-drop option to rerank will be disabled.

Rerank

Besides adding the ability to sort Test Runs, it is now 
possible to  all Test Runs based on the current sort rerank
applied in the table. A button will appear on the datatable 
actions bar whenever the current sort applied is different 
from the default (based on the rank column, ASC). 

Clicking on the "Apply Rank" button will apply the current 
sort as the new rank for the Test Runs.

This feature can be used in conjunction with the table sort 
above, to change the default rank for all Test Runs, perhaps 
based on a specific field on the Test cases (e.g. Risk, 
Priority, Components).

Learn more  .here

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Test+Execution


Assign Test Runs based on Test user fields

If you're assigning individual Test Runs within Test Execution issues, then you can find this feature very handy. 

Starting from this version, it is now possible to assign Test Runs based on any user type field present on the Test cases.

For instance, you'll be able to assign Test Runs to the Test issue assignee. This allows users that normally execute a specific Test case (that are 
assigned to the Test case), to be the default assignee on Test Runs within a Test Execution just by choosing the option .Test Assignee

This option is available when:

Assigning individual Test Runs
Bulk assigning Test Runs
Adding Tests to the Test Execution (within the Xray issue picker dialog)



Share built-in reports

Do you need to share an Xray built-in report with a friend 
and they can't seem to replicate exactly the same 
parameters, so they end up with different results?

Worry no more. Now you can directly share the report that 
you are seeing because the parameters are now present on 
the URL.

Learn more .here

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Overall+Requirement+Coverage+Report


Performance improvements

As part of our continuous performance improvements, we've improved how 
the status coverage is pre-calculated which should provide noticeable 
performance improvements inherently affecting most operations that trigger 
this calculation.

Improving performance is an ongoing effort, so expect additional 
enhancements to come ahead.

We also made an extensive document with Usage tips to improve 
, containing setup and usage best practices; please take a performance

look at it.

And more...

Gadgets REST API Execution

The Overall Requirement Coverage Gadget now 
supports multiple projects when using a saved filter 
as source. The Gadget configuration parameters 
have also been simplified.

When importing Gherkin feature files using 
Xray REST API, the descriptions on the 
features will be also imported to the 
Requirement issue description. 

Only the Test Run assignee can 
execute the Test Run. This 
feature can be enabled/disabled 
on Xray configuration.

Just one more, yet , thing...important

Documentation is always important and sometimes you may miss it. We added a set of relevant articles to our already extensive documentation.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Usage+tips+to+improve+performance
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY35/Usage+tips+to+improve+performance


As this release provides a set of features that enable the basics of Risk-Based Testing, we've added a few related articles.

On another topic, many teams are eager to adopt Agile and Agile Testing, we've specifically made some dedicated content for them, giving some 
background information on the earlier topics and providing concrete examples so you can get started or even become more agile.

Finally, as teams grow they face additional challenges, including the demand for great performance. Performance is dependent on many different factors, 
starting with proper Jira setup, deployment type and also with Xray setup and usage patterns. Therefore, we created an article with a collection of setup, 
configuration and usage tips, to ensure you have the greatest performance on your deployment.

Here's a sum up of all the relevant articles that we've added:

Performing Risk-Based Testing (RBT) with Xray
Risk-Based Testing
Risk Management

Agile software development
Using Xray in an Agile context
Leveraging Agility in Agile teams
Agile values and principles with Xray
Agile Testing

Usage tips to improve performance

New Features and Bug Fixes in this release
  

Key Summary T Created P Status Resolution

XRAY-
3476

As a user, on the filters section of the Test Plan and Test Exec view page, when using a 
Test Set filter, I would like to see the full Summary of each Test Set

Dec 05, 
2018

 SHIPPED Done

XRAY-
2450

Support risk based testing Feb 06, 
2018

 SHIPPED Done

XRAY-
1690

Create a always visible button on Requirement Test Coverage, for linking tests to 
requirement

May 19, 
2017

 SHIPPED Done

XRAY-
3740

As system, I provide a revamped UI for the Xray issue picker dialog Feb 18, 
2019

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
3016

As a user, the Xray issue picker dialog layout should provide configurable columns Jul 26, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
2939

As a user, I want to be able to link an existing testcase to an requirement using a more 
explicit action

Jul 17, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
3369

As a system, Xray must be able to import Gherkin descriptions through its REST API Nov 05, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
3299

As a user, I can choose how to assign the Test Runs whenever adding Tests/Test Sets 
to a Test Execution

Oct 16, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
3297

As a user, I can add additional filters for native and custom fields on the Xray issue 
picker dialog

Oct 16, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
2420

As a user, I can bulk assign Test Runs of a Test Execution based on a field of the Test 
Issue

Jan 30, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
2121

As a user, I can share built-in reports using an unique URL Oct 12, 
2017

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
2728

As admin, I can restrict execution of tests only to the test run assignee May 02, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
2647

As a user, I can re-rank the Tests in a Test Execution using the current selected sorting Apr 04, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
128

As a user, I can sort the Tests table in the Test Execution view issue page Aug 08, 
2014

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
3773

When installing Xray, the default strategy for the custom fields should be "No Version" Feb 27, 
2019

CLOSED Done
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XRAY-
3765

As a user, I'm able to use the Overall Requirements Coverage Gadget cross project Feb 26, 
2019

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
2680

TestNG result import should be able to ignore "configuration" methods Apr 11, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
1614

Xray's activity feed should be improved Apr 20, 
2017

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
3284

As a user, I can use an enhanced dialog to properly select Tests based on configurable 
criteria

Oct 12, 
2018

CLOSED Done

XRAY-
4158

Historical Requirement Report is not invalidating requirements upon actions like "linking
/unlinking tests"

Jun 11, 
2019

CLOSED Done

 Showing 20 out of 51 issues
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